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Triggerguard, wax cast iron (steel) ......................................#TG-Eng-2-I
A classic English triggerguard from a London-made halfstock fowling gun 

or sporting rifle. The scroll-loop grip rail was used in the late flint and early 
percussion era. The bow is large enough for two triggers, but was intended 
for a single barrel gun. The English rarely used double set  triggers, popular 
on German and American rifles. They did use single set triggers on single 
barreled Sporting Rifles. Made for use with our English style trigger and plate, 
shown in the trigger section. Thread the front stud to 1/4-28 using your die.
#TG-Eng-2-I triggerguard, wax cast steel only $22.50
#TR-Eng-T trigger, wax cast steel only $  7.99
#TR-Eng-P trigger plate, steel only $12.99
#Tap-1/4-28-T taper tap for 1/4-28 only $ 3.99
#Drill-3 tap drill for 1/4-28 only $ 3.59

Triggerguard, wax cast iron (steel) ......................................#TG-Eng-3-I
Perhaps the most common original English triggerguard, this straight 

grip triggerguard has a long strap and simple pointed finial at the rear, to 
strengthen the wrist of your English style shotgun or rifle.

The front stud is threaded 1/4-28 to thread into your trigger plate. Refresh 
these cast threads with your die, before use. Our English style trigger and 
plate, shown in the trigger section, is a good choice.

American and Belgian made guns were often fitted with this triggerguard. 
You may cold bend and shorten the long strap, to create an iron pistol 
 triggerguard, with a smooth curve to match your stock shape. 
#TG-Eng-3-I triggerguard, wax cast steel only $22.99
#Tap-1/4-28-T taper tap for 1/4-28 thread only $ 3.99
#Drill-3 tap drill for 1/4-28, #3 drill, .2130” only $ 3.59
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http://www.trackofthewolf.com/?p=tg-eng-2-i
http://www.trackofthewolf.com/?p=tr-eng-t
http://www.trackofthewolf.com/?p=tr-eng-p
http://www.trackofthewolf.com/?p=tap-1/4-28-t
http://www.trackofthewolf.com/?p=drill-3
http://www.trackofthewolf.com/?p=tg-eng-3-i
http://www.trackofthewolf.com/?p=tap-1/4-28-t
http://www.trackofthewolf.com/?p=drill-3

